RUMBLESTONE ™ COLLECTION
OUTDOOR LIVING

RUMBLESTONE™ COLLECTION

RumbleStone Bench and Fire Pit in Café

RUMBLESTONE SQUARE
7"L x 7"W x 1 3 ⁄ 4 "H *

RUMBLESTONE LARGE
10 1 ⁄ 2 "L x 7"W x 3 1 ⁄ 2 "H *

RUMBLESTONE MINI
7"L x 3 1 ⁄ 2 "W x 1 3 ⁄ 4 "H *

RUMBLESTONE MEDIUM
7"L x 7"W x 3 1 ⁄ 2 "H *

Flagstone’s innovative RumbleStone™
provides a set of rustic building blocks
for your outdoor hardscape projects.
Simple to complex, large or small, the
possibilities for creative expression are as
far and wide as your imagination. The six
tumbled RumbleStone sizes modulate in
all dimensions and can be assembled in a
variety of configurations and orientations.
In addition to simple running bond
patterns, the stones can be easily stacked
with insets, moved forward and backward,
horizontally and vertically, for more
aesthetically pleasing visual relief and
texture. Also, the 3.5-inch base module
works with common dimension lumber for
benches and pergola posts. Stack ’em up
and bond with construction adhesive.

RUMBLESTONE RECTANGLE
7"L x 10 1⁄2"W x 1 3⁄ 4"H *

RUMBLESTONE TRAPEZOID
6 1 ⁄ 2 " - 10 1 ⁄ 4 "L x 7"W x 3 1 ⁄ 2 "H *

THICKNESS 13⁄4”, 31⁄2”*
*English measurements are nominal.

RUMBLED WALL | FIRE PIT | GEOSTONE
OUTDOOR LIVING

RUMBLED WALL

8" wide x 16" long x 4" thick
Weight: 40 lbs.
Rumbled Wall is a tumbled, modular wall product designed to bring old world charm to your outdoor living spaces. Product can be dry
stacked or mortar set to create many different looks. Popular configurations include seating walls, landscape walls, columns, planters,
grill enclosures, stairs and fire pits. The Rumbled Wall is available in Cream / Beige / Charcoal, Gray / Charcoal, and Indian Summer.

FIRE PIT

Trapezoidal Block: 8" wide x 10" front x 6.5" back x 4" thick
Weight: 25 lbs.
Fire Pit is a 31” inside diameter freestanding pit that comes with an “American Made” high quality steel insert which is formed out of
10-gauge steel, and painted with high temperature, heat resistant, nontoxic black enamel paint. Sold in 12" tall (three rows high) or
16" tall (four rows high) pre-made kits that include blocks, glue, and steel ring. The fire pit is available in Cream / Beige / Charcoal,
Gray / Charcoal, and Indian Summer.

GEOSTONE

4" high, 18" wide, and 12" deep
Weight: 36lbs
Geostone Walls achieve some of the highest “Pullout Strength” and “Connection Strength” test results in the industry. What makes
the Geostone such a powerful wall system is the open core design. This unique design creates a system of interconnecting spaces in
the wall. These spaces are filled with angular crushed stone to lock the blocks together. The friction resistance of this “Rock-Interlock
Connection” is amongst the most powerful mechanical wall connection methods in the industry.

